
 

 

Hello sweety children! 
These little animals are your new friends 

 
        Koa, the koala           Moowy, the cow         Chacaw, the hen 

         Pandy, the panda         Piggy, the pig         Honky, the penguin 

        Teddy, the bear cub        Foxy, the fox          Tweety, the bird 

        Puppy, the dog         Tigry, the tiger        Cheepy ,the chick 

         Kitty, the kitten        Froggy, the frog           Quacky, the duck 

        Minnie, the mouse         Chattery, the monkey        Screechy, the eagle 

           Cookie, the hamster          Roary, the boar         Hooty, the owl  

        Binky, the rabbit        Howly, the wolf        Clicky, the bat 

         Rori, the lion cub         Whinny, the horse            Buzzy, the bee 

      The butterfly 🕊 The dove        The globe puffer 

        The snail          The insect        The tropical fish 

        the ladybug          The mosquito        The shark 



 

 

         The turtle or turtoise         The cricket        The lobster 

       The rooster 🕷 The spider        The shrimp (prawn) 

🦩 The flamingo 🕸 The spider web       The whale blow 

       The swan       The ant       The crab 

           The parrot         The scorpio       The dolphin 

         The peacock        The lizard       The squid 

            the turkey        The snake       The octopus 

        the horse         The alligator          The tiger 

        the llama         The hippopotamus       The elephant 

         The cow         The badger         The rhino 

       The pig 🦩 The otter        The monkey 

      The rabbit       The mouse        The monkey that says 
nothing bad 

        The goat       The rat          who sees nothing wrong 

         The ram         The hedgehog          who hears nothing bad 

       The sheep          The raccoon         The hatching chick 



 

 

         The deer 🐿 The squirrel        The chick on two legs 

        The kangaroo       The giraffe          The T rex 

       The buffalo         The leopard       The dinosaur 

        the beef - ox           The zebra         The unicorn 

🦩 The tree-toed sloth        The  gorilla          The dragon 

🦩 The polecat  🦩 The orangutan     The animals footprints 

  

 
I’m Koa, the koala 

I’m lazy… but friendly.  
I love to play tennis! 



 

 

        
 
 
 
 

Hello, I’m Pandy, the Panda 
I’m lazy… but friendly.  I like swimming! 

 



 

 

         
 

 
Hello, I’m Teddy, the bear. 

I’m lackadaisical but very cute. 
I love to play baseball! 



 

 

        
 
 

Hello, I’m Puppy, the dog 
I’m playful and loving! I like Skateboarding  



 

 

        
 

Hello, I’m Kitty, the kitten 
I’m independent but familiar.  

I love BMX freestyle! 



 

 

         
 

Hello, I’m Minnie, the mouse, 
I’m cheerful and sensitive. I love gym! 



 

 

        
 

Hello, I’m Cookie, the hamster 
I’m greedy but generous.  

I like weightlifting! 



 

 

           
Here is Chirpy, the squirrel 
I’m thrifty but generous!  

I like climbing 
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Hello I’m Binky, the rabbit, 
I’m sweet and loving. I love running! 



 

 

      
Hello, I’m froggy, the frog,  

I’m a chubby meteorologist. I like swimming 



 

 

       
 

Hello, I’m Cocky-Doodly, the rooster,  
I’m snooty but brave. I like boxing.  



 

 

       


